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YIRRKALA 1st December 2015 @ 10:30 am 

Yirrkala EARC Office 

 

Attendance 

 
Members present (names): Djapirri Mununggirritj, Dipilinga Marika, Mayila (David) Maymuru, Nawurapu (John) Wunungmurra, 
Fabian Marika, Dhanagtji Mununggurr, Djuwalpi Marika, Lirrpiya Mununggurr 

Apologies (names): Barayuwa Mununggurr 

Guest / visitor speakers (names): Mandy Crow (Corrections), Richard Fitowski, Sharon Norris, Renee Croton 

 

Meeting minutes 

 
1. Welcome & apologies:  
Djuwalpi welcomed all LA members and guests to the meeting and went through the apologies. 
 
 

 
 2. Previous minutes ratified:  
Previous minutes read out by Richard and moved by Djuwalpi and seconded by Mayila. 



 
3: Guest Speakers:  
Djapirri and Mandy Crow from Corrections addressed the LA members and explained that she 
had been here running the Datjala Prison Camp for the last 6 months. It is a low security 
facility. The prisoners do a lot of courses and jobs to help integrate back into the community 
when they have completed their sentences. Local prisoners from this area are given 
preference for the placements at Datjala Work Camp. Mandy assured the LA members that 
there will no longer be any prisoners kept at Datjala who are high security (murderers and 
prisoners with sexual offences). Mandy also told the members that if there are any courses 
that the Datjala Work Camp are doing that other community members interested are also 
welcome to attend. Djapirri spoke to the other LA members in Yolngu Matha asking the 
community to respect the work that the prisoners have been doing. This then led on to a 
discussion about how to combat the continuing rubbish problem on Rocky Bay Road and the 
LA members wanted to put a by law in place. Richard advised that he would further investigate 
the by law proposal and also that he would find out more information on the containers. The 
LA members also discussed that the PA system be used to spread the message about the 
rubbish dumping problem. 

Actions 

 
Who: Richard Fitowski 

When:  By next meeting Richard 
will present more information to 
the LA members regarding the 
by law process for dumping 
rubbish and also the containers 
discussed. 

 
4. Reports: 
4A: Regional Council Report (response to issues raised in previous meeting):  
Action 1: Richard had asked Leigh to catch up with the troop carrier which sells food in 
Yirrkala in the evenings. Leigh did this and confirmed that they are adhering to all the health 
and safety requirements, and has gained permission from both the Northern Land Council and 
Rrirritjingu Corporation. Djapirri expressed concern that Gumatj were not consulted and 
Richard responded to Djapirri's concerns by explaining that the issue would have to be taken 
up with the NLC. The members were also concerned that the food was not fresh and is too 
expensive. The members also wanted to know who profits from the food van business. 
Richard was asked to contact Bob Small in regards to their concerns about the freshness of 
the food van’s food. 
Action 2: Council gave permission to purchase a hearse up to ten years old for the use of the 
community. Richard was unable to find a hearse of this age within the budget, so Shane 
Marshall is going to table a request to purchase a funeral hearse over ten years old at the next 
Council meeting in January.  Richard advised that the LA members would be responsible for 
organizing a fee to cover the costs of maintenance and repairs and fuel expense for the 
community hearse.  
Action 3: In the last LA meeting it was agreed by the LA members to use some of the LA 
Grant Funding to assist with the eradication of the coffee bush problem in Yirrkala. Richard 
showed the LA members a map of Yirrkala and how widespread the coffee bush problem is 
within Yirrkala and explained to the members that our Municipal Services crew was doing their 
best to stay on top of it, but the problem is too big. Richard also advised the LA members that 
we are still waiting on a quote from Garreth at the nursery to combat the coffee bush problem. 
This matter is still ongoing and Richard will bring the quote to the next LA meeting in February. 
4B: CEO Report: Renee read out the CEO’s report to the Local Authority members. On 
feedback from the CEO report the LA members have asked Richard to look into getting re-
cycling bins to be placed at the local IGA shop here in Yirrkala. Richard also told the LA 
members about the Plastic Fantastic trial about to be put into place in Milingimbi and will 
continue to update the LA members on its progress. Richard was also asked by the LA 
members to bring the RAP (Reconciliation Action Plan) to the next LA meeting in February. 
4C: Financial Report: The financial report was discussed and read out by Richard in the 
previous LA meeting. 
4D: Community Issues:  LA members had no community issues to bring up during this 
meeting as everything of import was covered on the other agenda items. 

Actions 

 
Who: Richard Fitowski 

When: 
• Richard to contact 

Bob Small regarding 
the LA members 
concerns about the 
freshness of the food 
sold from the troop 
carrier.  

• Richard to bring a 
quote to the next LA 
meeting from Garreth 
at the nursery for 
coffee bush 
eradication. 

• Richard to bring a 
choice of hearses for 
purchase to the next 
LA meeting. 

• Richard to obtain a 
recycle bin to be 
installed at the 
Yirrkala Store 

• Richard to bring RAP 
to next LA meeting 

 

 
5. Cyclone Preparations: Actions 



 

 

Richard told the LA members that Council is currently undergoing Cyclone Preparation. 
Richard showed the LA members the Yirrkala Community Cyclone plan. Richard also showed 
the LA members a picture of the Litter Master for rubbish and how it is similar to a big vacuum 
cleaner and explained how it operates. Richard queried the LA members as to whether or not 
they may be interested in purchasing a Litter Master to assist the Municipal Crew with rubbish 
disposal, from the LA grant funding. Richard advised members that the cost of the Litter 
Master (including delivery) is estimated at about $30,000.00. The members agreed to the 
purchase of the Litter Master especially following the large discussion during this meeting on 
the rubbish disposal problems we are having here in Yirrkala (especially the Rocky Bay Road 
rubbish dumping area) and also the great benefit of this machine with cyclone preparation as 
well. This action was moved by Llirrpiya Mununggurr and seconded by Dhanagtji Mununggurr. 
Richard also informed the LA members about the generator we purchased to run civic events 
and also to assist with power outages during cyclones. Richard explained to the LA members 
that we could run a building with power if Yirrkala was to lose power for a few days due to a 
cyclone. Richard told the LA members that the Aged Care building and our CSD office could 
both be buildings we could use to achieve this. Richard showed the quotes to the LA members 
of how much it will cost in each building to have the power switch converted to support the 
generator. The cost for the Aged Care Centre here in Yirrkala is: $5127.13 and the CSD Office 
Building conversion is: $6935.76. The LA members approved this and it was moved by 
Llirrpiya and seconded by Dhanagtji. This discussion then led on to the LA members wanting 
to organize a back-up generator to run the whole town if Yirrkala was to be affected by a 
cyclone and was to lose power for a number of days. The LA members decided to invite power 
and water to our next LA meeting to discuss this proposal by the LA members following after 
the advice given by Sharon Norris to invite Power and Water as it is an issue to be brought up 
with them, not the Local Council who is unable to assist with this problem. Richard also told 
the LA members that they had the option to install lights on the Yirrkala foreshore for safety. 
This was well received and agreed upon by the LA members to go ahead with the foreshore 
lights and this was moved by Fabian Marika and seconded by Mayila Maymuru. Richard was 
also asked by the LA members to look into and investigate the possibility of buoys for the boat 
rump in Yirrkala for the safety of the community members who use the boat ramp for launching 
their boats. Richard also advised members that the Laynhapuy Building was the cyclone 
shelter for Yirrkala.  

 
Who: Richard Fitowski 

When:  
• To purchase “Litter 

Master” with the LA 
Grant Funding. 

• Richard to invite 
Power and Water to 
the next LA meeting 

• Richard to 
investigate the 
possibility of buoys 
being put in place at 
the boat ramp 
entrance 
 

 
6.General Business/any other business: 
6A: AFL Shirts: Richard showed the LA members the shirts that EARC donated to the local 
AFL teams. 
6B: Catering: Richard advised the LA members that the catering at todays meeting was done 
by the MEP ladies at the Multi Purpose Hall who also run the new Op-Shop in town and asked 
the members what they thought of this catering. Everyone present agreed that it was by far the 
best lunch they had eaten at any of the LA meetings they had attended and were impressed 
with the presentation, healthiness of the food and also that the food was very satisfying. 
6c: School Holiday Plans: Djapirri asked Richard what the plan was for the holidays 
regarding our Y, S and R team here in Yirrkala. Richard advised Djapirri that there is a 
calendar for the holidays and what activities are happening on what days etc. and Djapirri 
asked Richard if he could please send this on to her. 

Actions 

 
Who: Richard Fitowski 

When: Richard to send Djapirri 
the Y, S and R calendar and 
holiday plan. 

Date of next meeting:  Tuesday the 9th of February 2016 at 10 am. 

Meeting closed:  12:20 pm on Tuesday the 1st of December 2015. 

Chair name: Djuwalpi Marika (Deputy Chair) Signed:  


